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Text messages not showing on macbook pro

Source: Apple.com As Apple regularly updates its iOS mobile operating system, the company regularly updates its OS X operating system for MacBook Pro computers. If you have a MacBook Pro, regularly updating your Apple laptop with the latest operating system is a great way to keep your device up to
date with the latest apps, features, and security improvements. While Apple has previously asked users for a fee for desktop operating system software, in October 2013, the California-based company announced that OS X Mavericks would be available for free from the Mac App Store. This free upgrade
tradition continued in 2014 with Apple's latest desktop operating system, OS X Yosemite. However, before you visit Apple's website to download the latest version of OS X, you need to take several steps to make the upgrade process as smooth as possible. Check your MacBook Pro hardware First of all,
you can decide whether your MacBook Pro hardware is compatible with the latest version of OS X. Due to the rapid pace of advancement in computer hardware development, there is a limit to backward compatibility with Apple's latest operating system on certain older MacBook Pro computers. Here are the
MacBook Pro models that are compatible with OS X Yosemite, according to Apple's website. MacBook Pro (Mid/Late 2007 or later) Source: Apple.com Check the MacBook Pro Software Now that you've determined that the MacBook Pro hardware is compatible with OS X Yosemite, it's time to check which
version of OS X your MacBook Pro is running to determine how to update the software. To see what OS X version your pc is running, click the Apple icon at the top left of the screen, and then click About Mac. According to Apple, the next version of OS X can be directly upgraded to OS X Yosemite: OS X
Snow Leopard (v10.6.8) OS X Lion (v10.7) OS X Mountain Lion (v10.8) OS X Mavericks (v10.9) In addition to the operating system version listed above, there are also more older versions that can be upgraded through a multi-step process. Older versions of OS X Snow Leopard: If OS X Snow Leopard is
running any version older than update 10.6.8, you must upgrade to the latest version before downloading OS X Yosemite. You can initiate this by clicking the Apple icon at the top left of the screen and selecting Software Update. Choose os x snow leopard 10.6.8. If you're running OS X Leopard, you'll need
to upgrade to the latest version of OS X Snow Leopard before upgrading to OS X Yosemite. Fortunately, despite coming out more than five years ago, Apple still offers Snow Leopard. However, since Snow Leopard was released before Apple launched its free desktop system policy, you have to pay to get
the upgrade of Leopard to Snow Leopard. Snow Leopard software software purchase for $19.99 from the Apple Store. Other requirements At this point, you verified that your MacBook Pro was hardware compatible with OS X Yosemite and made sure that OS X snow leopard 10.6.8 or later was running.
However, before you start downloading OS X Yosemite from the Mac App Store, please note these essential system requirements that Apple has highlighted. 2GB memory 8GB available storage Some features require apple id; conditions apply. Some services require a compatible ISP; fees may arise. For
a detailed overview of the basic technologies of OS X Yosemite, look for this documentation from Apple. Download OS X Yosemite Now that you've made sure your MacBook Pro hardware and software are compatible with OS X Yosemite and have checked basic system requirements, you're ready to
download. Simply follow the link to the OS X Yosemite download page in the Mac App Store and follow the on-screen instructions for the free software update. If you don't have broadband Internet access, you can update your software by getting MacBook Pro into any physical Apple Store. Follow
Nathanael on Twitter @ArnoldEtan_WSCS One day I got the idea that I was tired of my slow Macbook Pro (MBP) and I had to sooped up! So I decided to get a new SSD, new RAM, and replace the optical drive with a second hard drive (HD). Tools: Small screw driversLiftersMaterials:Optibay HD
apertureNew SSDNew RAMThe last 2 check what best suits your needs! Let's go, let's go I have had a couple of Macbook Pros (MPP) over the years and have traveled with them all over the world. To make these computers more travel worthwhile, I have often modified them. However, I have not modified
them to this extreme. On this instruction, I will show not only how to change the MBP hard drive, and RAM, but also how to add a second hard drive using optibay housing and getting a separate CD / DVD drive next to the laptop. What you'll need: THE MBP; Carbon Copy Cloner (CCC) - Hard drive copy



software for Apple computers; An SSD HD; A second HD; New RAM; An Optibay house; Computer/phone-sized screwdrivers. I have a similar kit that sold Ifixit.com; A carefree attitude is a warranty annulment. Let's get started. After using Carbon Copy Cloner to make an exact copy of my HD structure, and
a backup of the recovery partition, I opened my MBP. The first image shows a philips bit screwdriver. The computer is upside down and towards the front, the first three screws from the upper right corner to the left long screws, and all the others are short. You need to remove all screws from the rear panel
to access the one below. You'll find everything underneath! And more specifically:The HD in the lower left corner; Az drive in the middle and top left; and ram from the right to the right of the battery. To get the RAM, you need to pull the levers apart and activate the it keeps both rods down. One after the
other, they show up. Remove them, clean them with a little air spray and replace the RAM with the new rod. I took everything apart before I put anything back so nothing would get hurt. In the lower left corner of the overturned MBP is the hard drive (HD). It is held in place by 4 screws, which fix 4 other
screws, which are directly on the side of the HD. Remove screws that squeeze HD screws with a plastic rod between the HD and optical drive. These are 2 black screws that are on both sides of the SATA connector wire. Once these screws and rod have been removed, you can remove the SATA
connection and release the HD. Now you need to remove the Starhead screws that are attached to hd sites. The optical drive, CD/DVD drive is what you want to call it hard to get out. Not only are there screws everywhere, but there are other things like speakers, and other SATA cables. The last time I did
this with an older MBP and screws, speakers as well as other things were not in the same place at this time. It doesn't change much, so I didn't look into it. A good place to explore all this is up Ifixit.com to teardowns, tools, a lot of other things that are good to watch. The pictures show where the screws are
and how to get to them. In the first image you can see the connections, which must be une hung from the free optical drive. Then the screws should be found and taken off. To find the last screws, you need to remove the speakers or at least lift them (Second image - black bar). Then the drive can go out of
place and the links and hook (Last image) must be removed so that it can be placed in the Optibay compartment in the next step. Once the Optibay compartment is equipped with the new secondary hard drive, you need to put the SATA connector and hook back in. Since Optibay was an older model, the
screwholes did not match the new screws on the optical drive hook, which I removed. I took a little hammer and a punch. Press the punch lightly with the hammer and made the screws fit. Remove the hard drive from the compartment before hitting with a hammer. Sensitive animals... It must be done on the
back of the optical drive removal. This means that you need: - Shimmy the drive back in place;- Put all screws back on;- Put the speaker bar back in place and screw it in;- Reattach the connections and cables;-Move on to the next step! All hard drives are made with small screw holes. 4 more accurately.
The 4-star head screws that were removed from the original drive step (number) will be screwed into the holes of the new SSD. After that, the SATA cable can return and the SSD is replaced. Before anything else, I didn't want to completely close everything down for the eventuality of something broken. So I
didn't put the bar back in place until I tried everything (see step 9). Putting the RAM back in is an extremely difficult taks that involves:Taking the new ram; Blows on slots like you did with old Nintendo cartridges; Aligns the Ram into the lower slot and pushes it into place; It does the same for the upper slot;
And knowing you did it right, you still think you messed up your whole laptop. Before I turned on the laptop and closed the good, I mean the next mod ... I checked the specs, made sure that the computer recognized the new RAM, the new HDs and that everything ran smoothly. It's been 5 days and I haven't
had a problem except to figure out what to do with all the time I've saved! The Optibay compartment, when you order it, comes with a case to put on your old optical drive and use it as an external drive. It's super practical and easy to do. Instead of having your own Instructable, here's an integrated one as it
applies throughout the build. Grab parts for optical drive, PCB, screws, and plastic chamber; Pcb embedded in the drive; Place the drive at the bottom of the enclosure; Put the plate opening plastic bit into the other half of the chamber (as opposed to the right direction ...); Close the two halves together,
ensuring that everything is in place; Screw the 2 screws into the back panel; Enjoy extra hard drive space and external optical drive when you need it! and this!
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